COVID-19:

What you need to know to start
travelling again
October 2020

Dear travellers and travel arrangers,
Encore Travel is presenting you in this report a screenshot of the travel situation.
You will find useful information to help you better prepare to hit the road again. We
gathered here the most recent information available with the locations that are the
most frequently visited by our clients.
The first part talks for airports experience: What can I do before going to the airport
to facilitate my time there? Will I be asked questions? These are some of the
questions addressed in this report for the airports of Montreal, Toronto Pearson,
Halifax, Edmonton, Calgary, Toronto Billy Bishop and Vancouver. The second part is
about airlines: How is the boarding organized? What happens when in the air? How
are the planes cleaned? These are the questions you will find answers to for Air
Canada, WestJet, Delta and United airlines. The third part gives you information for
car rental experience with Enterprise & National. How do you pick up your car? How
can you better prepare to smooth the interaction process? And the last part of this
report focuses on the hotel chains Intercontinental, Choice Hotels, Best Western,
Hilton and Marriott.
We strongly hope the information included in this report will help you feel more
confident when packing for the first time after several months. And we also remind
you that your agents are just a phone call away to support you with questions or
advices should you need it.
Thank you for your partnership, and safe travels!
The Encore Travel team
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AIRPORTS
HALIFAX STANFIELD (YHZ)
Masks
Everyone at the airport is required to wear a mask or face covering. In alignment with public health recommendations
and Transport Canada requirements, it is required that everyone at Halifax Stanfield, including employees and travellers,
always wear a mask or face covering inside the terminal building and the parkade. Masks are an added layer of
protection and are especially helpful in settings where physical distancing is not possible.
Transportation
To minimize contact and respect physical distancing, the airport terminal is reserved for employees and travellers only. If
you are picking up or dropping off a traveller, wait outside the terminal building in the designated pick up and drop off
areas. If a traveller requires assistance, only one person, wearing a mask, may go inside to help. If you’re picking up a
passenger at the designated curbside area on the lower level, please do not leave your vehicle unattended. Effective
July 24, masks are mandatory when using public transportation. This includes the Halifax Transit #320 Bus, airport car
services (taxis and limos), and airport shuttles. The Province of Nova Scotia requires all travellers arriving from outside
Atlantic Canada to self-isolate for 14 days. These travellers are not permitted on public transportation during the 14-day
period, including Halifax Transit’s MetroX Airport Express #320 bus route. Taxis continue to be available as a method of
transportation for travellers.
Cleaning
They have increased the extent and frequency of cleaning at the airport. They’ve ramped up the cleaning and
sanitization of high-traffic areas, washrooms, and common touchpoints. They've hired additional cleaning staff to ensure
this is done at the highest efficiency, and ultimately to create a healthier and safer airport environment for all.
Health and safety
It is asked that everyone coming to the airport follows public health guidelines by staying 2 metres (or 6 feet) apart
from anyone outside your family bubble. This is not always possible, which is why they’re requiring everyone to wear a
mask. Physical distancing signage will continue to be added in strategic locations throughout the airport to remind
people of these measures. To keep everyone safe, it is recommended to wash your hands frequently with soap and
warm water. They have placed hand-sanitizing stations around the airport when handwashing is not possible. Cough or
sneeze into your elbow or use a tissue, and avoid touching your face as much as possible.
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MONTRÉAL-TRUDEAU (YUL)
Upon departure
Reserve your parking online and enter the parking lot without any contact or pay contactless at the terminal with your
credit card.
Book your passage to the checkpoint with SecurXpress to make your passage easier. The service is available for
flights to Canada or international destinations (not available for the United States).
To receive flight schedule updates by SMS, you can register and receive flight alerts and schedule changes: 23636.
Check in online on your airline's website and buy your meal for you flight.
Entrance to the terminal
Entrance doors to the terminal building are limited and access is restricted. Entry to the terminal is through doors 4, 7
and 25 only. In order to limit traffic, meeters and greeters are not permitted to enter the terminal, only travellers and
employees are allowed in. When you enter the terminal, you will be subject to a health checkpoint. You will be required
to:
Wear a mask
Wash your hands
Answer questions to assess whether you have any COVID-19 symptoms
Have your temperature taken
Keep your distance (2 metres when possible)
At the airport
Their shops and restaurants have implemented sanitary measures for your safety. Plexiglass is installed at the cash
desks and payment by card is required.
Passengers are asked not to handle items they do not intend to purchase.
If you need foreign currency, Ice foreign exchange office counters allow you to book online.
Upon your return
To facilitate your return to Canada, download the FrontierCan and ArriveCan applications in advance. CanBorder allows
you to make your declaration with your phone and minimizes contact with the terminals. ArriveCAN allows you to make
your health declaration. If you need to use a taxi to leave the airport, please note that some of the taxis serving YUL are
fitted with protective plexiglass. You may ask the dispatcher for a vehicle equipped with this feature. Drivers must clean
their cars between each customer, wear a mask and wash their hands.
Facility maintenance
The maintenance teams are dedicated to cleaning and disinfecting the facilities in order to provide you with a hygienic
environment.
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TORONTO BILLY BISHOP (YTZ)
Planning your trip
Check-In: Check-in online, pay any fees and retrieve your boarding pass in advance.
Arriving at YTZ
Parking: Book online at stolport.com for a touchless experience with mainland and on-island parking at YTZ.
Drop-offs: Only passengers and airport staff are permitted inside the airport, with the exception of those needing
special assistance, so please say your goodbyes in the car or on the curb.
Face covering: Ensure face covering is placed over your nose and mouth prior to entry.
Sanitizer: Sanitize your hands upon entry.
Signage and decals: Signage and decals have been installed throughout the airport to help navigate safe distances
and direct passenger flow. Please read and follow the signs and floor decals where displayed.
Check-In
Kiosks: Plexiglas barriers have been installed at check-in counters so that face-to-face contact with others is
carefully enabled.
Queuing: Follow signage and floor markers, and maintain safe distancing wherever possible.
Screening
Face covering: Face coverings are mandatory for all passengers and airport staff in security screening areas.
Sanitizer: Sanitize or wash your hands before and after security screening.
Temperature screening: Touchless temperature checks will be administered by CATSA staff as part of the screening
process.
Pre-Boarding
Shop: Retail shops are open for your convenience, with enhanced sanitizing and physical distancing measures in
place.
Eat: Grab-and-Go food and beverage options are available.
Relax: Leave space for others wherever possible. Family units or members of the same social circle may sit together.
Signage and decals are displayed throughout the lounge to help promote physical distancing and health protocols.
Boarding
Queuing: Follow airline announcements. Do not congregate in the queueing area.
Documentation: Have documents ready for inspection and be prepared to scan your own boarding pass when
directed.
Boarding the aircraft: Practice safe physical distancing while in passageways and aircraft aisles, and follow airline
staff instructions.
Care kits: Porter Airlines will provide water and Care Kits to all enplaning passengers. These kits include sanitizer
wipes and a snack. On-board aisle cart service will not be provided to ensure promote distancing and safe travel.
Measures currently in place
Requiring that face covering/masks be worn by all airport travellers and staff at the airport;
Requesting that only travellers with boarding passes and airport staff enter YTZ, with exceptions made for those
requiring special assistance;
Designated ambassadors at key locations throughout the airport to facilitate passenger flow, communicate
occupancy limits, and answer questions;
Occupancy limits implemented in close-proximity spaces such as elevators;
Implementing clear physical distancing and directional signage throughout the traveller journey to provide
information and guidance;
Installation of Plexiglas and traffic-flow protocols at face-to-face interaction points;
Touchless processing of passenger belongings and documentation to the greatest degree possible;
All passenger touch points including counters and screening machines sanitized often;
Enhanced cleaning procedures across all high-touch areas and in public spaces, including Foggers and Electrostatic
Sprayers equipped with an all-natural, environmentally safe product that eliminates 99.99% of viruses; and,
Providing additional hand sanitization stations throughout the airport.
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TORONTO PEARSON (YYZ)
Checking in
Upon arriving at the curb, you’ll notice signage indicating that face coverings are required for all passengers and
employees in all public areas at Pearson.
They ask that only travellers flying on the same day or employees on duty enter the terminals to help limit crowding
and reduce the potential spread of COVID-19.
Once you’re inside the terminals and ready to check in, you may notice a large air quality monitoring station, which
provides accurate, up-to-date information on each terminal’s air quality and flow. Plexiglass barriers are being
installed at check in so that contact with others is limited. Moreover, check-in queues have been extended with floor
decals and selected self-serve kiosks have been turned off to ensure physical distancing. Kiosks and self-serve bag
drops have also been updated with touchless technology.
Sanitization is a major focus across all aspects of your experience at Pearson; at check-in you’ll see that baggage
carts are sanitized before each use, check-in counters and baggage drops are sanitized regularly and hand sanitizer
stations are located throughout the check-in lobby.
Security
You’ll see that physical distancing measures are in place as you line up for security, with decals every two metres on
the floor. As with other areas of the airport, hand sanitization stations have been made available at security
screening checkpoints.
The Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA) is the agency responsible for security screening of departing
passengers at Canada’s airports. In addition to the measures that the airport implemented, CATSA has introduced a
number of changes in light of COVID-19. This includes bins cleaned more frequently, mandatory gloves and masks
for Screening Officers and more.
After security
Once you’ve passed through security, you’ll see many of the familiar amenities at Pearson, including retail and
convenience stores, selected sit-down restaurants and grab and go options. If you’re eating at one of the food and
beverage locations, you can temporarily remove your mask.
For those restaurants that still offer sit-in dining, tables and chairs are appropriately spaced, and if you’re getting
take-out, you’ll see that decals are in place on the floors, all to ensure that physical distancing requirements are met
at all times. Payment pin pads are disinfected regularly and wherever possible, contactless payment options are
available.
Whether you’re buying food or shopping for a gift, payment pin pads are wiped down after every purchase, and
bathrooms, escalators, moving sidewalks and other high contact areas are cleaned every two hours. Autonomous
cleaners move throughout the terminal to keep floors clean and disinfected. As with other areas of the airport, hand
sanitization stations are never far away, so please be sure to use them regularly or wash your hands frequently.
Cleaning and sanitization
Enhanced cleaning throughout the terminals takes place every two hours, with a focus on high-touch areas, including
escalators, moving walkways, handrails, stairways, baggage carts, kiosks and bathrooms. Cleaning staff take a fourlevel approach to disinfection using Tersano, Oxivir, Ultra-Lyte and Microbial/Probiotic, as recommended by the
contracted industrial hygienist. Six autonomous floor cleaners are in use throughout the airport.
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EDMONTON INTERNATIONAL (YEG)
Airport Health Accreditation Programme
EIA has been accredited by Airports Council International under its rigorous Airport Health Accreditation Programme. The
accreditation means EIA is meeting high standards on how it has responded to COVID-19 and passenger safety
concerns. The ACI accreditation was created to help passengers, airlines and governments understand that individual
airports have adopted best practices and are meeting industry-wide guidelines for safe reopening and operations. The
program evaluates cleaning and disinfection standards, physical distancing (where feasible and practical), staff
protection, physical layout, passenger communications and passenger facilities. All passenger areas and processes are
considered including terminal access, check-in areas, security screening, boarding gates, lounges, retail, food and
beverages, gate equipment such as boarding bridges, escalators and elevators, border control areas and facilities (in
collaboration with authorities), baggage claim area and arrivals exit.
What they're doing to be ready
Physical distancing floor decals are in place throughout the terminal, ensuring that everyone is reminded to keep
distance between each other.
Baggage carts in circulation are cleaned three times a day with a disinfectant, including frame, wheels, basket and
handles. When the carts are collected, the handles are sanitized and returned to the signed sanitized cart collection
areas for passengers’ use.
Shuttle buses are cleaned several times daily and physical distancing is maintained.
Airport seating is being disinfected three times per day.
Hold on tight when you ride the escalators at EIA without worrying how clean they might be. EIA has installed UV-C
light-based sterilization cleaners on several main escalators in the central part of the terminal. As part of EIA Ready,
their comprehensive cleaning and safety program, this new technology is installed inside the mechanics of the
escalators and constantly washes the handrails with UV-C light as they pass by the machine. This light sterilizes the
handrails and ensures they stay clean and safe for passengers and guests.
What you can do to be ready
Plan to arrive at the airport at least two hours before departure to prevent crowding at check-in or in security.
Bring a face covering with you – you are now required to wear a face covering in all Canadian airports, and
throughout the duration of your flight. Masks are also being sold at Circle K pre-security and Hudson News and Relay
post-security.
If you’re picking up or dropping off passengers, please wait in your vehicle for them rather than coming into the
terminal (of course, exceptions are made for those helping unaccompanied minors, persons with disabilities, or
others who need help)
Use a digital mobile boarding pass to limit your contact with physical objects in the airport
Wash your hands. Hand sanitizer stations are located throughout the airport and refilled regularly
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CALGARY INTERNATIONAL (YYC)
Coming to the airport
For a seamless, mostly contactless, airport experience travellers are encouraged to:
Come to the airport at least two hours before your flight to make sure you get through security with enough time to
catch your flight.
Check-in for your flight before coming to the airport, to limit touchpoints.
Check-in with WestJet and Air Canada domestic flights and United Airlines flights before you come to airport and
pay any applicable airline baggage fees. Then you can collect your bag tags at the kiosk without contact with a
check-in agent or touching the screen.
Bring a mask or face covering with you.
Measures in place
Enhanced measures are in place to keep staff and guests safe at the airport.
A mandatory requirement for all staff, passengers and essential visitors to wear a mask/face covering while in any
public area of the Domestic or International Terminals at YYC. This is inline with Transport Canada's requirement and
the City of Calgary's bylaw.
All guests travelling and employees going post-security will need to have their temperature checked.
Physical distancing floor and seat decals, signage and announcements to reinforce people stay two metres apart
when possible, and numerous plexiglass barriers throughout the terminal.
Additional cleaning for high-touch areas such as kiosks, check-in/boarding gates, handrails, seating, washrooms,
baggage carts, escalators and moving sidewalks.
Staff, guests and visitors should only enter the building if it is required to do so, for travel or imminent work. For
passenger pick-up or drop off, it is recommended visitors don’t enter the airport and are encouraged to use the
cellphone lot and curbside pick-up options.
More hand-sanitizer stations in high traffic locations.
YYC Calgary International Airport received the Airports Council International (ACI) Airport Health Accreditation. This
accreditation reinforces the high standards of their #FlyHealthyYYC program where they prioritize health and safety
above all else and give guests and employees increased confidence to feel safe while travelling and moving through
the airport. They’re working closely with our partners at Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC), Alberta Health
Services (AHS) and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA).
COVID-19 testing at YYC
Arrival Testing: The Province of Alberta and the Government of Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada
(PHAC) recently announced a science-based, arrival testing program at YYC, the first of its kind at any Canadian
airport. Eligible arriving international passengers will be able to voluntarily get a free COVID-19 test upon arrival in
Canada at YYC Calgary International Airport. This will allow them to quarantine for less time provided they test
negative for COVID-19 and if they commit to following specific public health and testing measures. This testing
program will begin on Nov. 2, more information will be released soon. You must be arriving on a flight from outside
Canada to be eligible for the testing. Guests arriving domestically are not eligible.
Departure Testing: Alberta-based DynaLIFE is offering approved departure COVID-19 testing for guests embarking on
essential or emergency international travel. Travellers will have to pay a fee for this test and are responsible for
determining the testing requirements for their destination country and ensuring the test will meet that
country/jurisdiction’s requirement.
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VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL (YVR)
Pre-trip
Health & safety items: Secure your health & safety items in advance; face coverings are mandatory for all travellers.
Check-in: Check-in online, pay any fees and retrieve your boarding pass in advance.
Arriving at YVR
Parking: Book online and pay in advance for a touchless experience.
Drop-offs: Say goodbye outside; only travellers and airport workers are permitted inside. Exceptions for those
requiring extra assistance.
Face covering: Ensure face covering is placed over your nose and mouth prior to entry.
Sanitizer: Sanitize your hands upon entry.
Check-in process
Kiosks: Print bag tags using kiosks where available to complete the check-in process; apply your own tags.
Self-bag drop: Use self-bag drop for checked baggage where available.
Queuing: Follow floor markers and practice physical distancing wherever possible.
Screening
Face covering: Ensure face covering remains in place prior to entering the screening point.
Sanitizer: Sanitize or wash your hands before and after security screening.
Temperature screening: Undergo a touchless temperature check where directed.
Pre-boarding
Shopping: Maintain physical distancing wherever possible in retail spaces.
Food & beverage: Sanitize or wash hands before and after eating; masks may be temporarily removed.
Seating: Leave space for others wherever possible; family units may sit together.
Boarding
Queuing: Follow airline announcements; do not congregate in the queuing area.
Documentation: Have documents ready for inspection; be prepared to scan your own boarding pass where directed.
Boarding the aircraft: Practice safe physical distancing while in jet bridges and aisleways; follow instructions of airline
staff.
TAKEcare program
YVR TAKEcare is a health and safety program designed to help people move through our airport safely and with
confidence. It places industry-leading health, safety and cleaning practices and protocols at the forefront of airport
processes. Current measures include:
Facilitating mandatory temperature screening of all outbound passengers at security screening checkpoints in the
main terminal.
Asking that face coverings be worn at all times while in the public areas of the terminal.
Requesting that only travellers with a valid ticket and employees enter YVR.
Increasing cleaning across all high-touch areas.
Providing additional hand sanitizer throughout the airport.
Installing plexiglass at counters.
Placing TAKEcare team members at key locations throughout the airport.
Displaying clear physical distancing signage throughout the passenger journey.
Deploying multiple Hygiena units, which provide rapid and accurate sanitation verification.
Using UV technology to detect cleanliness of surfaces and clean high-touch areas such as escalators.
Deploying our Green Machine to regularly clean curbside areas.
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AIRLINES
AIR CANADA
Boarding protocol
By boarding less customers at the same time, as well as boarding the cabin from window to aisle, and from back to
front, Air Canada will be streamlining onboard interactions during boarding.
They ask that you remain seated at your gate until your zone is called.
Upon boarding, you will proceed to scan your own boarding pass.
Boarding gates will close 30 minutes prior to departure to ensure a more secure boarding process. Priority and preboarding will remain available to eligible customers.
On board
Special meals are not available, except for Kosher meals on flights between Toronto (YYZ) and Tel Aviv, where they
must be requested at least 24 hours before departure.
Please note, for those over the age of 2, wearing a face covering while travelling is a mandatory requirement issued
by Transport Canada.
Cleaning measures
Air Canada introduced Air Canada CleanCare+, an industry-leading program committed to end-to-end health and
safety protocols. Using new biosafety standards and enhancing preventive measures, they are elevating the steps
they're taking to keep you safe throughout your travel with them.
Cancellation and change policy
You can make a one-time change without a fee for all new or existing bookings made through December 31, 2020 for
original travel between March 1, 2020 and December 31, 2021.
If you booked directly with Air Canada and you need to cancel for any reason, you can convert your ticket to an Air
Canada Travel Voucher that has no expiry date or to Aeroplan Miles with an additional 65% bonus miles.
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WESTJET
Boarding protocol
For the safety of all its guests and crew, WestJet has enhanced its screening at boarding. They’ll ask health questions
required by Transport Canada, take your temperature without contact and ensure that you have your own mask to
wear on your flight.
On board
You’ll be welcomed onboard with a disinfectant wipe so you can freshen your seat area for extra peace of mind.
They're offering a small menu of snacks for purchase on flights over 60 minutes, and you'll find a snack and bottled
water at your seat when you board. They won’t be serving drinks or food on flights under 60 minutes, so stay
hydrated and enjoy a meal before heading to the airport.
Cleaning measures
Safety has and continues to be their top priority. They've enhanced cleaning and added new policies for boarding,
face masks and service on board to keep you safe as you travel.
Cancellation and change policy
There’s no fee to change or cancel your flight. They’ve relaxed their change/cancel policies so you can change your
mind about existing and future travel with WestJet.
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DELTA
Boarding protocol
To minimize your contact with other customers, boarding will occur from back to front, with those customers seated
at the back of the aircraft boarding first.
Boarding is now limited to 10 customers at a time.
On board
Delta is extending one of they key health and safety protocols this winter holiday season by blocking the selection of
middle seats and limiting the number of customers on board through January 6, 2021.
Cleaning measures
Delta have joined forces with Lysol, the expert in disinfection, to set the standard for a cleaner and hygienic travel
experience. They’re committed to cleaner air, space, and surfaces as part of their elevated standard of cleanliness.
Air on all aircraft is recirculated as often as every 2-6 minutes with fresh, outside air or through industrial-grade HEPA
filters with similar performance to those used in hospital operating rooms.
Cancellation and change policy
Delta is making it easier for customers to book, change or cancel their travel plans by eliminating change fees and
Award redeposit fees permanently for tickets purchased for travel within the U.S., Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands (excluding Basic Economy tickets).
They are extending their change fee waiver for all flights purchased through December 31, 2020.
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UNITED
Boarding protocol
Disinfecting high-touch areas such as charging stations, counters and seats.
Providing hand sanitizer stations.
Requiring all customers and employees to wear a face covering in the airport and providing disposable face
coverings for customers who need them.
Allowing customers to self-scan boarding passes.
Boarding fewer customers at a time and, after pre-boarding, boarding from the back of the plane to the front to
promote social distancing.
Rolling out Clorox Total 360 Electrostatic Sprayers to disinfect in select airports and United Club℠ locations.
Bringing health and safety to the forefront of the United Club experience by promoting social distancing, enhancing
their cleaning procedures and more.
On board
Providing individual hand sanitizer wipes for customers.
Requiring all customers and employees to wear a face covering on board.
Providing onboard items like pillows and blankets upon request.
Disinfecting high-touch areas, like tray tables and armrests, before boarding.
Reducing contact between flight attendants and customers during snack and beverage service.
Ensuring aircraft cleaning standards meet or exceed CDC guidelines.
De-planing in groups of five rows at a time to reduce crowding.
Using electrostatic spraying to disinfect most aircraft before departure.
Using state-of-the-art, hospital-grade, high-efficiency (HEPA) filters during the entire flight to circulate air and
remove 99.97% of airborne particles.
Using Ultraviolet C (UVC) lighting wands to disinfect sensitive components like switches and touchscreen displays in
the pilot flight decks.
Rolling out antimicrobial technology on all of the aircraft to add an additional layer of disinfectant on board.
Cleaning measures
Throughout your journey, they're putting safety and cleanliness at the forefront of your travel experience through their
United CleanPlus℠ program and by teaming up with Clorox. They’re also working closely with the experts at
Cleveland Clinic to advise them on enhancing safety measures, including their cleaning and disinfection protocols.
Cancellation and change policy
Need to change or cancel upcoming travel? United is permanently getting rid of change fees for most Economy and
premium cabin tickets for travel within the U.S., or between the U.S. and Mexico or the Caribbean.
For all other destinations, change fees are waived through December 31, 2020.
You may be able to request a refund online or by contacting the airline if your flight has been affected by a
significant schedule change or if your flight was canceled without another option.
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CAR RENTAL
ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS (ENTERPRISE & NATIONAL)
Car rental locations
Several of the North American Enterprise locations remain open to help customers get on the road, while minimizing foot
traffic inside. In the car rental locations, there are protective plexiglass screens on the counters and signage indicating
social distancing “footprints” to indicate the recommended distance of 6 feet. Employees working at these locations
follow the following practices:
Wear masks
Limit the number of employees
Respect social distance
Stay home if they feel sick
Wash their hands frequently
Frequent sanitization of frequently touched surfaces with disinfectant
Use gloves and disinfectants to clean vehicles
Minimize interaction with the customer when leaving or delivering the vehicle
Ensure that local teams have sufficient supplies and resources
Rental process
Check-in in advance
"Show your pass and go" options
Improved support processes outside of locations
Members of the National Emerald Club can choose a vehicle and leave without having to go to the counter
Cars
In addition to vacuuming and doing a general cleaning between each rental, they use a disinfectant to disinfect key
areas throughout the vehicle. In addition, they have measures in place to immediately isolate and quarantine any
vehicle if necessary.
Pick-up service
Social distancing protocols are implemented when passengers board, travel and exit the shuttles. Every second seat
is empty, and there is an entrance and an exit door to prevent people from passing each other.
Frequently touched surfaces are frequently cleaned and sanitized with a disinfectant between trips. This includes
luggage racks, door handles and seat backs.
All surfaces are thoroughly cleaned and disinfected with disinfectant at least once a day.
Cancellation policy
They have extended their existing no-charge cancellation policy to include customers with prepaid rentals booked
directly through them.
Loyalty program
They are extending Enterprise Plus points that expire in March, April, and May 2020, which members will see reflected as
a courtesy point extension in their member profile by April 30, 2020. Additionally, Enterprise Plus and the Emerald National
Club will extend the elite levels for an additional year. Enterprise Plus and Emerald Club will carry over all qualifying
rentals and rental days above those needed to take the member to the next level, giving the member a balance the
following year.
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HOTEL CHAINS
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP
Health, safety and well-being
All their hotels are required to adhere to comprehensive health and safety procedures including all local laws. In
addition, they provide their hotels with best practices and guidelines and have supplemented these resources with
additional COVID-19 cleanliness specific guidance, training and information consistent with their own high standards.
Activation of response teams to provide around-the-clock assistance to their hotels.
Hotels have increased the frequency of cleaning public areas (including lobbies, elevators, door handles, public
bathrooms) and high-touch points in guest rooms.
All hotels have been advised on cleaning products and protocols which are effective against viruses.
They continuously review food and beverage service in accordance with official recommendations. At many of their
hotels, new standards and service approaches to buffets, banquets, room service and catering will be implemented.
While food and beverage options may vary at this time, they are committed to protecting the well-being of their
guests. For specific details on dining options, please reach out to the individual hotel.
Cancellation policy and booking flexibly
Given the flexibility the guests and customers need right now they have implemented the following policies:
For existing bookings made up to and including September 30, 2020: With continued changes of government travel
advice, guests who have made non-refundable/pre-paid reservations may want to consider changes to trips
already booked. Please note, all bookings (made directly with IHG), including non-refundable/pre-paid rates, can be
changed without charge – although changing the date on any reservations may result in different pricing. Please see
the booking information on your booking confirmation for details on the time period for any changes to bookings.
For bookings made prior to April 6, 2020: Any non-refundable/pre-paid bookings for all future arrivals can be
cancelled without penalty (up to 24 hours before arrival) up until September 30, 2020*. From October 1, 2020, all nonrefundable/pre-paid bookings will be subject to the terms and conditions of the rate booked.
For bookings made from April 6 to September 30: Any non-refundable/pre-paid bookings for arrivals up to and
including September 30, can be cancelled without penalty (up to 24 hours before arrival) up until September 30,
2020*. For arrivals from October 1, 2020, all non-refundable/pre-paid bookings will be subject to the terms and
conditions of the rate booked. Other rates have flexibility built in to the terms and conditions, including cancellation
options. Please consult the terms and conditions of your booking for more details.
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CHOICE
Commitment to clean
Your well-being is top of mind for Choice Hotels and at their thousands of independently owned and operated locations.
The Commitment to Clean initiative builds on Choice Hotels' long-standing cleanliness protocols and enhances the
existing program with guidance developed in response to the pandemic, including recommendations related to deep
cleaning, disinfecting, hygiene, and social distancing. Over the next few weeks, guests may experience a growing variety
of new and improved cleanliness protocols, products and communications, including:
Heightened cleaning protocols for high-traffic areas such as the front desk, fitness centers and pools, as well as
other high-touch surfaces throughout the hotel, using disinfectants approved by the Public Healthy Agency of
Canada as effective against COVID-19.
Furniture arrangements designed to encourage appropriate social distancing in accordance with Public Health
Agency of Canada guidelines.
Housekeeping "on-demand" option that allows guests to request delivery of additional toiletries, towels, linens or
coffee without having a housekeeper enter the room.
Changes in breakfast offerings, with many hotels that provide breakfast replacing their buffet with pre-packaged
breakfast items.
Reservation policies
Guests with existing reservations made prior to July 10, 2020: If you booked a future stay with Choice Hotels before
July 10, the policies that were in place at the time of booking will continue to apply to your reservation.
Guests with new reservations made on or after July 10, 2020 for arrival dates before September 30, 2020: When
booking direct with Choice Hotels on or after July 10 for arrival dates before September 30, you will be able to modify
or cancel the reservation within 24 hours of the arrival date with no modification fee or cancellation fee. However,
reservation changes are subject to availability and rate differences. Reservations with pre-paid rates, such as the
Advance Purchase Rate, are non-cancellable, non-changeable and non-refundable. If you’re not sure if you booked
a cancellable rate, please call 877-424-6423.
Guests with new reservations made on or after July 10, 2020 for arrival dates on or after October 1, 2020: If you book
direct with Choice Hotels on or after July 10 for an arrival date on or after October 1, the hotel’s individual cancellation
policy that’s in place at the time of booking will apply.
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BEST WESTERN
We Care Clean program
Front Desk and Lobby:
New protocols will minimize guest contact with personnel through a streamlined check-in and check-out process
such as the use of Best Western’s Mobile Concierge platform.
Social distancing measures will be implemented, wellness best practices signs will be prominently posted, and all
lobby brochures, magazines and papers will be removed.
Enhanced sanitization procedures will be in place at the front desk, in the lobby and across guest touch points
throughout the hotel with disinfecting taking place regularly.
Sanitizing stations or wipes will be available throughout hotels.
Guest Room and Housekeeping:
Enhanced and thorough cleaning protocols will be implemented in guest rooms. If possible, guest rooms will not
be entered for 24 to 72 hours after check-out, at which time the room, linens and all touch points will be cleaned
with chemicals aimed at killing COVID-19.
Unnecessary items will be removed from guest rooms, such as decorative pillows, bed scarves, paper notepads
and pens.
For guest and employee safety and well-being, daily housekeeping service will be by request.
Temporary Breakfast Offerings:
Breakfast offerings that comply with local regulations, with breakfast rooms closed where required to avoid
unnecessary guest congregation.
Enhanced ‘Grab & Go’ offerings will be implemented in most hotels providing guests with pre-packaged food and
beverage options.
Hotels may opt to provide a “served” or pre-plated breakfast.
Public Amenities:
When allowed to open, public amenities such as fitness centers, swimming pools and meeting rooms will be
cleaned on closely monitored schedules with disinfecting chemicals. Each evening, these areas may also be
sanitized with the use of electrostatic fogging, ozone generators or ultraviolet devices (once available).
Hand sanitizer or wipes will be provided for guests and employees in all public areas. contact with food,
beverages and surfaces, and cross contamination.
Hotel Employees and Staff Requirements:
Hotel employees will follow strict guidelines, including utilizing Personal Protective Equipment, frequent and
stringent hand-washing protocols, and housekeepers/laundry staff will wear both gloves and a mask.
Employee workstations will be cleaned and disinfected after every shift.
Employees will be empowered to stay home if unwell, communicate their potential exposure to COVID-19 with
management, and will be fully educated on how to maintain a safe and clean home.
Cancellation policy
The policy applies to any reservation for any future arrival date.
The policy applies to hotels located in the U.S., Canada, and the Caribbean.
Guests may cancel at any time, as long as cancellation occurs least 24 hours before arrival, and the reservation is
cancelled on or before June 30, 2020.
Hotels will waive all fees associated with the cancellation of the booking.
Applies to all booking channels.
A more restrictive cancellation policy may apply to a limited number of high-demand dates at individual hotels.
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HILTON
Hilton CleanStay
Hilton partnered with RB, maker of Lysol & Dettol, to develop their Hilton CleanStay program. This innovative program
builds upon their already rigorous cleaning standards by providing enhanced training for Team Members, increased
cleaning of public areas and adjusted food & beverage service, to ensure their guests enjoy a worry-free stay.
How they clean your guest room: Their housekeeping room protocol begins with their team removing all used items
from the room such as bedding and towels. Next, the team performs a full clean of the room and bathroom
including vacuuming the carpet, mopping floors and wiping down all surfaces with hospital-grade cleaners. Then,
they do an additional disinfecting step for several surfaces in the room, including: all switches and electronic
controls, handles and knobs, major bathroom surfaces and the remote control. After the room is thoroughly cleaned,
they replace the towels and make up the bed with freshly laundered linens. Finally, their housekeeping inspector
verifies the room meets the CleanStay standards and places the Hilton CleanStay Room Seal with Lysol protection
over the door.
Contactless arrival: Travel on your terms with the Hilton Honors app. Check in, choose your room & skip the front desk
with Digital Key, which provides access to your room key directly from your phone.
Changes to our housekeeping services: Guests are invited to tailor their housekeeping services to their comfort level.
To schedule, simply call the front desk. Additional amenities such as linens and toiletries are available upon request,
delivered in protective packaging and placed at the guest room door. Of course, all guest rooms will be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected between guests.
How we keep our public areas clean:
Guests will find disinfecting stations with wipes and hand sanitizer available throughout the properties.
Additionally, both public and Team Member areas are cleaned at scheduled intervals, including hourly
maintenance of high-touch areas like elevators and bathrooms. Each area is cleaned using approved
commercial-grade products followed by additional disinfection using the approved products.
In accordance with CDC and WHO guidelines, they are requiring face coverings in all indoor public areas of all
their hotels throughout the U.S., the Caribbean and Latin America, for guests and Team Members.
Due to the unique offerings of each of their hotels and resorts, please visit the local property’s website or call the
front desk during your stay for specifics regarding the available amenities and updates to their scheduled hours.
If an amenity is currently unavailable, we’ll make every effort to assist you in making other arrangements.
Changes to the food and beverage: Changes to their hotel restaurant service include the spacing of tables and
chairs to promote proper physical distancing between guests while maintaining their increased hygiene standards.
Also, they’ll offer biodegradable, disposable dishware and flatware upon request. Grab & Go, pre-plated and
individually portioned options may be offered as alternatives to open breakfast and buffet service. Where in-room
dining is provided, contactless deliveries may replace rolling cart deliveries. Also, they’re encouraging guests to take
advantage of contactless food delivery by providing designated pick-up spots at each property.
Travel Plan Flexibility
All their hotels offer fully flexible booking options with free changes and cancellations. Most hotels even give you flexibility
to change or cancel up to 24 hours before your arrival day.
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MARRIOTT
Commitment to clean
When guests check into Marriott's hotels over the next few months, they will notice a number of additions to the
company's regimen designed to set an even higher standard of cleanliness for the hotels. Specific area of focus include:
Face coverings: To promote the health and safety of the communities, face coverings are required for guests and
associates in all indoor public areas in North America, the Caribbean and Latin America.
Surface areas and public spaces: In public spaces, the company has added to its already rigorous cleaning
protocols, requiring that surfaces are treated with hospital-grade disinfectants and that this cleaning is done with
increased frequency. In guest rooms, Marriott has added to its detailed cleaning practices, requiring all surfaces to
be thoroughly cleaned with hospital-grade disinfectants. The company will also be placing disinfecting wipes in each
room for guests' personal use. These new enhanced cleaning technologies including electrostatic sprayers to sanitize
surfaces throughout the hotel. They are using air purifying systems that are effective against viruses in the air and on
surfaces.
Guest contact: To help alleviate the risk of COVID-19 transmission through person-to-person contact, Marriott will be
using signage in its lobbies to remind guests to maintain social distancing protocols and will remove or re-arrange
furniture to allow more space for distancing. The company is planning to add partitions at front desks to provide an
extra level of precaution for its guests and associates and is working with supply chain partners to make masks and
gloves available to associates. You'll see more hand sanitizing stations around Marriott's hotels - near the entrances
and front desks, elevator banks and fitness and meeting spaces.
Food safety: At Marriott, food handlers and supervisors are trained on safe food preparation and service practices.
The company's food and beverage operations are required to conduct self-inspection using its food safety
standards as guidelines, and compliance is validated by independent audits. Marriott is also enhancing sanitation
guidelines and training videos for associates that include hygiene and disinfecting practices. In addition, the
company is modifying its operational practices for in-room dining and designing new approaches to buffets.
Flexible cancellation
For all Marriott International hotels worldwide, they are extending their flexible reservation policies as follows:
In general, for guests with existing reservations for any future arrival date, the policies that were in place at the time
of reservation, or as previously communicated, will continue to be honored.
For guests with reservations made on or after July 6, 2020, for arrival dates through December 30, 2020, they will
allow the reservation to be changed or cancelled at no charge up to 24 hours before the scheduled arrival date.
Reservations with pre-paid rates and other limited exclusions will be subject to the rate offer rules communicated at
the time of reservation. Please note that changes to the reservation will be subject to availability and any rate
differences.
For guests making new reservations for arrival dates on or after December 31, 2020, individual hotel cancellation
policies in place at the time of reservation will apply.
Please note that this policy does not apply to travel associated with a Group booking. For guests with Group reservations
(e.g., for meetings, events or conferences), please review the booking rate rules and contact the group organizer for
more information. Guests who booked via online travel agents or other third-party travel professionals are advised to
contact their booking provider directly for further information.
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REFERENCES
Airports
https://www.admtl.com/en/guide/travel-travel
https://www.torontopearson.com/en/healthy-airport/measures-in-place-in-response-to-covid-19
https://www.torontopearson.com/en/healthy-airport/reimagining-your-airport-experience
https://halifaxstanfield.ca/airport-authority/coronavirus/
https://flyeia.com/eia-ready/
https://www.yvr.ca/en/passengers/takecare
https://www.yyc.com/FlyHealthyYYC
https://www.billybishopairport.com/flights/safetravelsprogram

Airlines
https://www.aircanada.com/ca/en/aco/home/book/travel-news-and-updates/2020/covid-19.html
https://www.aircanada.com/ca/en/aco/home/book/travel-news-and-updates/2020/service-offeringchanges.html
https://www.westjet.com/en-ca/travel-info/coronavirus
https://www.westjet.com/en-ca/travel-info/safety
https://www.delta.com/content/www/ca/en/travel-update-center/overview.html
https://www.delta.com/ca/en/travel-update-center/ways-we-are-keeping-you-safe/setting-thestandard-for-safer-travel
https://www.united.com/ual/en/ca/fly/travel/what-to-expect.html

Hotel Chains
https://www.ihg.com/content/us/en/customer-care/travel-advisory-covid-19
https://www.choicehotels.com/en-ca/support/travel-alerts
https://www.bestwestern.com/en_US/hotels/discover-best-western/covid-19-response.html
https://www.bestwestern.com/en_US/popup/covid-19-response-cancelpolicy.popups.html#:~:text=The%20policy%20applies%20to%20hotels,the%20cancellation%20of%20the%20boo
king.
https://covid.hilton.com/
https://clean.marriott.com/

